As a promising biometric system, finger vein identification has been studied widely and many relevant researches have been proposed. However, it is hard to extract a satisfied finger vein pattern due to the various vein thickness, illumination, low contrast region, and noise existing. And most of the feature extraction algorithms rely on high-quality finger vein database and take a long time for a large dimensional feature vector. In this paper, we proposed two block selection methods which are based on the estimate of the amount of information in each block and the contribution of block location by looking at recognition rate of each block position to reduce feature extraction time and matching time. The specific approach is to find out some local finger vein areas with low-quality and noise, which will be useless for feature description. Local binary pattern (LBP) descriptors are proposed to extract the finger vein pattern feature. Two finger vein databases are taken to test our algorithm performance. Experimental results show that proposed block selection algorithms can reduce the feature vector dimensionality in a large extent.
Introduction
Biometric systems are automated methods of verifying or recognizing the identity of a living person on the basis of some physiological characteristics, like a fingerprint or iris pattern, or some aspects of behavior, like handwriting or finger vein patterns [1] . There are a lot of advantages to biometrics, such as being hardly loose, difficult to forge, and convenient to use, which have been concerned in all of the world, applying it in identity authentication, exit entry management, security monitoring, electronic commerce, and so forth.
As a new biometric identification method, using hemoglobin in blood can absorb infrared light. The vein pattern will form a shadow in finger vein image [2, 3] . The advantages of a finger vein recognition system (FVRS) contain internal physiological characteristics which are difficult to forge; uniqueness; on-contact or weak contact; no interference by finger surface or surrounding environment; small imaging device [4] . Weaknesses (about the permanent) (effect of changes with age should to be verified), special collection equipment (the design of a finger vein imaging device is relatively complex), and production costs are currently higher.
The original image contains not only vein patterns, but also some mussy shading and noise. Such kinds of interference are produced by different thickness of bones or muscles, and also the scattering of light and finger translation can blur image. Therefore, enhancing the original image and weakening the noise are essential and reasonable. Figure 1 shows some low-quality finger vein samples, including image blurred by slight movement (a); uneven illumination causing the high-light area (b); part of the region being missing (c, d); and finger rotation invariance (e, f).
In order to solve these problems, recent study has provided some effective solutions against the low-quality finger vein images, through the establishment of high-quality finger vein database to improve the system recognition rate [4] . Lu et al. proposed a finger vein ROI localization method that has high effectiveness and robustness against the low-quality and accurate finger region segmentation and correct calculated orientations are calculated to produce higher accuracy in localizing ROIs [5] . The Sobel operator was used for detecting the edge of a finger [6] . Paper [7] utilized Hough transform to extract the binary edge image. In terms of texture feature study, Lu et al. proposed an extended local line binary pattern (LLBP) method, which is named polydirectional local line binary pattern (PLLBP). It can extract line pattern in any orientation to extract line patterns with the most discriminative ability [8] . Other state-of-the-art research results include sift feature [9] , maximum curvature [10] , multifeature fusion technology [9] , segmentation based on local entropy threshold [11] , support vector regression (SVR) [12] , using convolutional neural network [13] , and line tracking [14] . In this paper, based on qualified recognition rate with 99.87% and 99.31% using improved LBP descriptors, we proposed two different block selection methods, based on estimate of the amount of information in each block and the contribution of block location by looking at the recognition rate of each block position to represent discriminative ability for each block, and utilized the more powerful image local regions as a new proposed feature vector for identification. There are four contributions in this paper.
(1) Databases. We utilize two high-quality finger vein databases which are established in our lab and named MMCBNU 6000 [15] and MMCBNU 2C [1] . The first one contains 6000 finger vein images captured from 100 volunteers. The second one has 6976 samples collected from 109 volunteers. (2) Individual Block Feature Analysis. This paper firstly pays attention to discriminative ability of each individual block. The discrimination ability of some small blocks exceeded our expectations such that a size of 20 * 20 local block image can give out recognition rate of 80% using uniform LBP descriptor with a 59 dimensionality feature vector.
(3) Block Selection Mode. We proposed two block selection methods based on the estimate of the amount of information in each block and the contribution of block location by looking at the recognition rate of each block position to reduce feature extraction time and matching time.
(4) Feature Extraction. Uniform rotation invariant LBP (LBPRiu) uses less dimensionality to represent more finger vein image features, combining with block selection mode to reduce the feature vector dimensionality in a large extent.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces a finger vein identification system in which our motivation and system architecture are included. The proposed block selection methods are described in Section 3. Then, Section 4 presents the experimental results. Finally, conclusion and future work are given in Section 5. the more complex blocking structure, in a word, the more blocks, can have the more discriminative feature vector to get better recognition result. But too many blocks will produce two serious problems: longer feature extraction time and larger feature dimension based on standard LBP descriptor, 12 blocks: 256 * 12 = 3072 dimensions, 18 blocks: 256 * 18 = 4608 dimensions. On the other hand, high-dimensional feature vectors need larger database for storage in the computer. Last, there must be some noise and low-quality parts in a finger vein image, which will degrade the system recognition performance.
Finger Vein Identification System
According to the above discussion, we consider that some of the blocks are unnecessary and useless for a finger vein recognition system. So, we try to find a method which is able to delete some blocks, while there is no effect on the recognition rate. As a result, under the premise of maintaining the recognition rate, the feature extraction time and the matching time will be greatly reduced, thereby improving the finger vein recognition system performance. Figure 2 shows some small blocks with different size structures in finger vein images.
System Composition.
A typical finger vein identification system involves four main modules: data acquisition, image preprocessing, feature extraction, and matching. Figure 3 shows a typical biometric system structure diagram.
(1) Image Acquisition. The first step of image processing is to get the experimental image database, and the quality of database directly affects the final identification performance. Preprocessing and postprocessing can solve some low-quality problems [16] , but if image quality is too low, simple postprocessing will solve the problems difficultly. (2) Preprocessing. It is a crucial process in the whole identification system. The main steps contain ROI localization, denoising, alignment, and enhancement. (3) Feature Extraction. It is the core module of a finger vein recognition system (FVRS), which determines the performance to a large extent, including both recognition accuracy and processing time. (4) Matching. Different types of matching distance are applicable to different feature extraction methods and suitable feature matching distance will greatly improve the system recognition rate.
ROI Localization and Image Enhancement.
In this paper, ROI localization is based on [5] ; all the images are normalized, aligned, and calibrated with the resolution of 120 * 60. The ROI localization method is of high effectiveness and robustness against image translation, orientation, scale, scattering, finger structure complicated background, uneven illumination, and collection posture, and the main steps include localize ROIs, segmentation, orientation correction, and ROI detection. All factors of slight movement of the finger, different finger thickness, and uneven illumination will lead to the fact that finger vein image contrast is small and not distinct enough for identification. In this ROI localization algorithm, contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) is utilized to enhance the image quality. Figure 4 gives a sample of ROI localization. 
Feature Extraction
This section will focus on the proposed feature extraction method based on block selection modes. First of all, one fundamental explanation for LBP descriptor is given here [17] as shown in Figure 5 . The binary code is the corresponding feature value and multiscale texture analysis with changing and values. Formula description will be as follows:
where is the gray value of centre pixel, represents the neighbors, and shows the sampling radius.
The Traditional Feature Extraction Method.
Based on ROI database [1, 15] , according to traditional texture feature extraction method, now using uniform LBP descriptors [18] , ROI images are divided into blocks with * structure, to extract feature vector for each block. Formula description is as follows:
where ℎ is the final extracted feature vector and ℎ represents the histogram for each block and is the total number of blocks. For example, if we use uniform LBP descriptor to extract the feature, given = 8, in this case, there are 18 blocks ( = 18); each block ℎ corresponds to histogram with 59 bins (a 59-dimensional feature vector), so the final uniform LBP feature vector ℎ is a 1062-dimensional feature vector (59 * 18 = 1062).
Estimate of Amount of Information in Each Block.
The idea of the first block selection method is to estimate the amount of information in each block. The block which contains more finger vein patterns can have more discriminative ability. In contrast, if the block just includes background pattern or noise, it would be useless for a finger vein recognition system. Inspired by this thinking, we calculate the amount of the finger vein patterns in each block based on finger vein binary image. The first block selection principle flowchart is shown in Figure 6 .
In order to estimate the amount of information in each block, firstly, we need to segment finger vein image into binary image. However, it is hard to segment a finger vein pattern due to various vein thickness, illumination, low contrast region, and noise existing effects [19] . At least, the preset-fixed and global threshold is not appropriately used to segment finger vein pattern. Furthermore, there are always some pseudovein section and noise in segmented image, which will disturb the image thinning step such as the small pseudovein along the edge and small annular regions. Niblack algorithm is a local threshold method based on the calculation of the local mean and of local standard deviation [20] . The threshold can be decided by the following formula:
( , ) and ( , ) are the average of a local area and standard deviation values, respectively. The size of the neighborhood should be small enough to preserve local details, but at the same time large enough to suppress noise. The value of is used to adjust how much of the total print object boundary is taken as a part of the given object. The segmented images using Niblack threshold are shown in Figure 7 .
Next, based on segmented images we create the finger vein skeleton images using morphology thinning algorithm [21] which is the transformation of a digital image into a simplified but topologically equivalent image. We can find that there are some noise and line fuzz in the binary images. The noise and line fuzz will result in the incorrect skeleton structure in Figure 8(b) . Last, we proposed to use morphology opening operator for noise reduction [22] and line fuzz removal, as shown in Figure 8(c) .
Based on skeleton image, it is divided into several small blocks; in Figure 8(d) , there are 18 blocks. Then, the number of foreground pixels for each block is estimated saving all the results by descending order into a new array order( ):
where ℎ 1 is the new final extracted feature vector, ℎ order represents the histogram for each block, and 1 is the total number of blocks which are used. If we do not use all the blocks, the dimensionality of feature vector ℎ 1 will be smaller than the dimensionality of feature vector ℎ (formula (2)). We require that the two recognition rates with the two feature vectors (ℎ and ℎ 1 ) are equal.
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Rate of Each Block Position. In a biometric system, we are faced with a separate database, which means, in such a closed database, all images are marked over. Therefore, we are able to know exactly which one finger vein image is captured from which individual finger. In the study of database quality assessment, calculating the recognition rate to evaluate biometric database is a common method [23] , especially in fingerprint database quality evaluation [24] . In block selection mode based on binary image, we can find that there is no finger vein pattern in some thinning blocks. As an intuitive consideration, we will think that it is useless because there is nothing in the block. But those kinds of regions can also afford some discriminative ability for recognition to a certain degree.
The low recognition rate blocks are abandoned and we use the blocks with the maximum recognition rate as a new feature vector, as shown in Figure 9 .
Same as the first block selection method in this case, we utilize each block recognition rate consisting of the array order to replace the previous one in formula (4) . Other processing details are the same as the first block selection method.
3.4.
Matching. Lots of kinds of "distance" can evaluate the similarity between two histograms, for example, correlation distance, chi-square coefficient, intersection coefficient, and Bhattacharyya distance [25] . Generally, if the system was asked to achieve a high speed but not very accurate recognition rate, intersection method shows good result. In contrast, chi-square distance would be a better choice. In this paper, we utilize the histogram intersection method to measure the similarity between two histograms. The formula is defined as follows:
where is the total number of the bins in the histogram.
Experimental Results
In this section, we apply the proposed block selection method to extract features based on two finger vein databases, MMCBNU 6000 and MMCBNU 2C. Firstly, the two databases are described in detail, and then compare uniform rotation invariant LBP recognition performance with other types of state-of-the-art methods. Last, experimental results analysis and future works are given.
Databases MMCBNU 6000.
There are 100 volunteers, using each subject's index finger, middle finger, and ring finger of both hands. Each finger is captured 10 times, so there are 60 finger vein images for each volunteer. In total, one has 1000 * 6 * 10 = 60 000 images with the resolution of 480 * 640.
MMCBNU 2C.
There are 109 volunteers; each subject was asked to afford 8 images with both index finger and middle finger. Because there are two cameras installed on the device, two subdatabases can be established. Left and right databases contain 109 * 4 * 8 = 3488 images for each set with the resolution of 480 * 640. According to the database, we can find that the two images which are captured from one finger with different angles are greatly different. That means we can combine the left and right databases into a more discriminative finger vein database based on image fusion technology [26] . Similarly, we can also use each of them to utilize it for identification or verification. All images are normalized, aligned, and calibrated with the resolution of 120 * 60. The list of comparison feature extraction algorithms is as follows: 
Experimental Results on Database MMCBNU 6000.
Each finger corresponds to ten finger vein images, taking the first half of the ten images as the training set and the remaining half as the test set. So, each of the two sets has 3000 images. All the images in the test set would be compared with each image in the training set. The total number of the matching is 3000 * 3000. Genuine pairs = 5 * 5 * 600 = 15000 and imposter pairs = 3000 * 3000 − 15000 = 8 985 000. Recognition rate, FRR, FAR, and EER are used as the evaluation criterions.
The experiment results can be affected heavily using different partitioning structure, from Table 1 shown; the structure of 3 * 6 gets the best matching performance, 99.87%, with the minimum dimension of 10 * 18 = 180 corresponding to the uniform rotation invariant LBP.
It should be noted that sometimes increasing the complexity of the block structure will not bring higher recognition rate, instead of a lower recognition result. The reason is that blocks with low-quality would interfere with the finger vein pattern matching. Therefore, we must find out the useless blocks and remove them. The comparison recognition results and EER results using state-of-the-art methods are shown in Table 2 . Figure 10 shows the ROC curves using different feature extraction algorithms. LBPu2 gives out the best performance; then LBPri, LBPriu2, and HOG remained at the same recognition level. Next, we can find Curvature, GLCM, and LLBP.
Uniform LBP outperforms other algorithms, performing the smallest EER results, but also it takes longer processing time and larger feature dimension than LBPri and LBPriu2.
Estimate of the Amount of Information in Each Block.
According to the contents of each finger vein pattern block, we choose blocks with the most contents to generate a new feature vector; results are shown in Table 3 . In conclusion, we do not need to use all feature information for identification, because lots of information are useless and waste feature extraction and matching time. Similar to uniform LBP, just using 8 blocks can reach the best recognition results with 99.87%. Considering the number of blocks and feature dimension together, uniform rotation invariant LBP gives the best performance result with 130 dimensions. recognition rate for each block and then combine the proposed higher discriminative ability blocks as a new feature vector to reduce the dimensionality further. Table 4 shows the result. It is clear that the discriminative ability of each block is greatly different, being over 10%. The generation of a new feature vector is according to Table 4 . Block selection based on recognition rate shows better performance than other methods. In particular, uniform LBP only used 5 blocks to get the best matching result with 295 dimensions and uniform rotation invariant LBP reduces the feature content into 100 dimensions, shown in Table 5 .
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Experimental Results on Database MMCBNU 2C.
The experimental processing is the same as the previous steps. Firstly, we utilize all 18 feature blocks to test recognition performance as shown in Table 6 , and uniform LBP keeps the best recognition result.
Since this database is based on two cameras and, in the process of image collection, fingers will change more in rotation, then quality of MMCBNU 2C is lower than the first database. ROC curve is drawn in Figure 11 .
Left and right databases represent very similar results. Uniform LBP feature outperforms other algorithms, recognition rate with 99.43% and EER with 1.34% (Table 7) .
Block Selection with MMCNBU 2C.
Directly use independent block recognition rate to select the proposed blocks. Results are shown in Table 8 .
The best matching rate is from uniform LBP; both left and right databases are over 99.30% with 413 and 472 dimensions. From another viewpoint, uniform rotation invariant LBP represents more feature information using less characteristic dimension than other features.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed two block selection methods based on the estimate of the amount of information in each block and the contribution of block location by looking at recognition rate of each block position to reduce the feature dimensionality at the same time keeping the best recognition rate based on two finger vein image databases. According to the experimental results shown, feature vector dimensionality very difficult to process according to the second database recognition results. Next, we will use fusion technology [26] to improve the system performance.
